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SUMMARY
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are increasingly being used for monitoring physical
environments in lieu of tethered monitoring systems. Being power efficient and wirelessly
accessible, WSNs find applications in a variety of domains like health, structural and cli-
mate monitoring systems. Despite such diverse use cases, more than often, WSNs are used
by researchers with basic or no prior programming experience. Consequently, more time is
spent learning to program the sensors than collecting and analysing domain-specific data.
To cater to this generic user base, in this thesis, a multi-platform user-friendly programming
framework for WSNs has been developed. This framework provides: 1) a visual network
comparison tool that analyzes packet traces of two networks to generate a juxtaposed vi-
sual comparison of contrasting network characteristics, 2) a scripting language based on the
TinyOS sensor network platform that aims at reducing code size and improving program-
ming efficacy, and 3) a visual programming tool with basic sensor drag-and-drop modules
for generating simple WSN programs. These tools were also developed to serve as a gentle
introduction to the WSN programming environment for middle and high school students.
In the absence of resources (sensors), the framework also allows programmers to verify pro-
gram functionality by remotely simulating and verifying program behaviour in the OMNeT
simulation environment. In this thesis, the network comparison, scripting and visualization




Recent advances in sensors and wireless technology have led to the proliferation of wireless
sensor networks in heath, structural and environmental control and monitoring systems.
TinyOS [1] is one of the most widely used sensor network platforms to develop and pro-
gram a myriad of applications in these sectors [2, 3]. Despite its large user base, novice
application developers face a very steep learning curve in writing TinyOS applications in
nesC [4] to perform basic data collection and distribution. A lot of systems that provide
application-specific modules as add-ons to the main WSN program have been developed
[5, 6]. These modules implement the most commonly used sensor network applications like
data collection, link estimation, etc., that can be added as single line function calls to the
main program. However, they lack the flexibility of a simple scripting language that allows
users (even novices) to experiment with their code and develop something beyond these
add-on modules. The scripting tool developed in this work concentrates on this feature
while still being relatively easy to use even for novices.
There are many tools that help the user to debug their programs by monitoring and
visualizing packets in the WSN. These tools either capture live network packets [7] or
visualize packets passively from a packet trace [8]. While these tools are very useful for
visual debugging, they run short in delivering useful network statistics to the user such as
packet load in the network, average delay between nodes, etc. The network comparison
tool aims to provide these statistics and at the same time allows users to compare two
WSNs and visually verify differences in the performance of the two networks in terms of
link characteristics.
Efforts to introduce programming to middle or high schoolers are very common [9, 10].
These tools are extremely user friendly in that they teach children programming concepts
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such as loops and if-else statements in a very simple graphical user environment. Neverthe-
less, there are not many tools that attempt to do the same with sensors. Sensors are very
attractive with their multi-color LEDs, light and temperature sensors and radio interface.
With these interfaces, we can teach the students similar programming concepts, but with
readily observable outputs in the LEDs or through RF packets that can be visualized from
packet traces. The visual programming tool for WSNs aims to close this gap and offer a
simple graphical user interface (GUI) for K-12 students to interact easily with sensors and
progress rapidly into programming sensors with the scripting language.
This thesis aims at developing and integrating all these tools into a single framework [8]
that will allow users (experts, novices, middle schoolers) to develop code with the scripting
language or with the graphical programming tool, test code via visualization and verify
performance by observing network statistics.
1.1 Research Objective
The objective of this thesis is to develop and integrate the following tools on top of the
PROVIZ framework [8]: 1) a network comparison tool that compares two WSNs from
packet traces based on their respective link characteristics, 2) a scripting language based on
TinyOS programming concepts that allows for easy programming of sensor network concepts
and, 3) a graphical programming tool with a drag and drop interface for developing simple
sensor network programs.
Framework Highlights
The framework consists of the three aforementioned tools: network comparison, scripting
language, and graphical programming.
The network comparison tool parses the packet traces provided by user and computes
the differences between two networks based on weights given by the user for pre-determined
link characteristics. On comparing the two traces, the tool informs the user if the networks
match based on a threshold matching percentage. The tool also shows the two network
topologies next to each other with missing and extra links (with respect to the first network)
indicated and the link properties of each link are displayed when the link is right-clicked.
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This tool is discussed in more detail in chapter 3 along with screenshots.
The scripting language inherits the best of TinyOS concepts such as modularity and
split-phase operations and at the same time is simple enough for a novice programmer to
develop programs for data collection, monitoring and distribution. The scripting language
uses simple C/C++ abstractions of TinyOS concepts as described in chapter 4. This chapter
also describes how WSNs can be simulated in situations when procuring resources (sensors)
for testing the WSN programs is difficult. For example, many students do not have access
to these sensors and would be capable of developing programs, but are unable to test them
on real sensors. In those cases, the framework interfaces with the OMNeT simulator [11] to
simulate the WSN and users can verify program functionality from the output generated
by OMNet.
The graphical programming tool has rows of actions or functions for each sensor. Basic
input (light, temperature sensor), output (LEDS, Radio) and operation (On, Off) modules
can be dragged and dropped onto these rows to create actions. Each sensor is given a node
ID and once all actions are created, the user can drag and drop the sensor onto a canvas
and connect to the other sensors via radio as required. This tool is described in more detail
in chapter 5.
These tools are built on the PROVIZ framework such that all the tools in this framework





The literature in WSNs covers many diverse topics, the relevant ones which can be sub-
divided into works on WSN analysis, scripting languages for sensor network programming
and graphical programming of WSNs.
2.1 WSN Analysis
When deploying multiple sensor networks, it might be imperative to debug the deployments,
obtain network characteristics and compare them for differences and irregularities. Our
approach to the comparison of two WSN deployments based on link characteristics obtained
from packet traces is novel. At the same time, there are a lot of tools that monitor the
WSN and obtain network properties such as topology, packet loss, etc. The following are
some of the relevant tools developed in this area.
MOTE-VIEW [12] is a user interface software developed by MEMSIC [13] for monitoring
and visualizing a WSN deployment. It acts as a health monitoring tool that queries a
database server (populated by packets from nodes) to retrieve node status and configuration
of all nodes in the network. It is also used for visualizing node qualities such as throughput,
bandwidth, link quality, and congestion (obtained from server) in color codes in a topology
chart.
Livenet [14] is a tool developed to analyze a sensor network reconstructed from packet
traces. The tool uses multiple packet sniffers and merges all the packet traces to get a
more detailed account of the WSN behavior. From this merged packet trace, network
characteristics such as topology, bandwidth usage and packet loss are analyzed and plotted.
SNIF [15] and Sympathy [16] are tools developed for network debugging and fault finding
within the WSN. While Sympathy debugs control information sent by sensors along with
regular traffic to a sink node, SNIF uses a deployment support network [17], which is a
network of secondary sensors, used specifically for debugging to find faults in the network.
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NetViewer [7] is a real-time visualization and monitoring tool. It collects data from a
sink node and based on packet format specified by user, parses the packets, visualizes the
packets, displays payload information and demonstrates topology of the network. Other
than the topology, this work does not provide any other important network detail to the
user.
Octopus [18] is also a WSN monitoring, visualization and additionally, a control tool.
Besides visualizing the WSN in real-time, Octopus can also reconfigure the sensor network
by sending out short control messages. Code for this tool has to be installed in the sensor
along with the sensor network program to avail its functions or, the program and packet
structure have to be developed according to Octopus specifications. Despite being an ef-
ficient monitoring and control tool, it is limited by its requirement for code provided by
Octopus to run on sensors and its inability to extract network characteristics from packet
traces.
All the tools discussed above are efficient monitoring and/or fault detection tools for
WSNs, but they are different in that they do not provide specific network characteristics to
the user such as average size of packet, average packet delay, etc. or have the capacity to
compare two networks .
2.2 WSN Scripting Languages
TinyOS [1] is a widely used operating system for sensors. It uses nesC [4], a language based
on C for developing WSN applications. Although nesC is very well established and can be
used to write many complex applications, the process is still very tedious involving writing
multiple files (configuration and implementation files) and many lines of code. The fol-
lowing papers have developed scripting languages that reduce the complexity of developing
applications in nesC.
SNACK [6] is a kit consisting of a configuration language, a service library and compiler
for programming WSNs. With SNACK, WSN users spend minimal time to put together
an application by using its in-built service library that consists of commonly used functions
such as routing, sensing, etc. The compiler will compile this application written in the
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configuration language to nesC. The syntax of the configuration language is a little hard
for novices and SNACK does not give users the flexibility to add user-defined functions to
its library or reuse program blocks like the scripting tool.
Ceu [19] is a higher level programming language for C and nesC that reduces program
size and the complexity of developing applications in TinyOS. But, despite reducing code
size and programming time considerably, the scripting language developed is still not very
user-friendly and requires quite a bit of familiarizing. The language is not part of an inte-
grated framework like PROVIZ where code can be developed and simulated. Additionally,
it does not implement TinyOS concepts such as modularity thereby, relinquishing the code
and reuse property of TinyOS modules and interfaces.
DSN [5] is a declarative language and compiler for fast and efficient sensor network
programming. Similar to SNACK, it also offers a library of add-on modules to be added
to programs written in Snlog, a dialect of Datalog [20]. The DSN compiler compiles this
program to configuration and module files in nesC. Since the DSN is based on a data
querying language, novices again, face a steep learning curve.
The scripting languages discussed above, despite having very short code size, are a
little difficult to comprehend. They also don’t support the code use and reuse property
(modularity) of TinyOS. The scripting tool tries to keep the code size to a minimum, and
at the same time ensures flexibility for users to develop their own code and reuse them
across files.
2.3 WSN Visual Development
The relevant visual development tools for WSNs can be broadly classified into applica-
tion development environments and visual programming tools. Application development
environments are GUIs for creating TinyOS configuration files by visually wiring together
component and module files from the TinyOS library; while visual programming tools use
visual blocks for creating sensor network programs.
Viptos [21] is a graphical application development tool for TinyOS-based WSNs. It
allows users to develop TinyOS programs by constructing block and arrow diagrams of
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TinyOS components. This is to remove the programming complexity of locating and wiring
various components together from the TinyOS library. TOSDev [22] is also a similar appli-
cation development tool for TinyOS. Like Viptos, this tool also offers graphical editing of
wiring diagrams along with a source code editor similar to Eclipse [23].
RaPTEX [24] is an integrated code development, simulation and emulation environment
that offers TinyOS protocol stack development with wiring and component connection dia-
grams similar to Viptos; creation of topology and simulation of network level performance
in OMNeT; and, emulation of node-level behavior using Avrora [25] as the underlying-
emulator. With this integrated environment, the tool allows easy customization of existing
TinyOS protocol suites. It is also, a platform for testing programs before deploying a WSN.
The current work is different in that it offers tools for post-deployment analysis of a WSN
like the network comparison tool and a simpler scripting-based programming environment
for novice users, instead of nesC-based code development.
WISDOM [26] is a platform-independent visual programming tool that uses a modular
approach to programming. Users can create new modules written in C and connect them
graphically with connectors and the tool will generate the platform dependent code for the
program (in this case, nesC). This work is not very well documented. It does not reveal
how sensor-relevant code (timer, radio and led function calls) are declared in C. Also, this
tool does not seem to allow creation of independent modules in an application as they are
limited by connectors that chain modules together.
SEAL [27] offers a visual programming and standard programming language (as an
alternative to nesC) for WSNs. The visual programming language abstracts the SEAL pro-
gramming language using Google Blocky [28]. The programming language is, as evaluated
by them, easy for novices. However, by steering away from TinyOS, it loses some advantages
offered by TinyOS such as split-phase operations and code reuse.
TinyInventor [29] is a visual programming tool that adopts the OpenBlocks [30] visual
programming language to create a TinyOS relevant programming environment for WSNs.
The programs are a collection of functional blocks created by users with drag and drop
components. The blocks are compiled to generate nesC code for sensors. The tool is
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simple and easy to use and is similar to Scratch that also uses OpenBlocks. However, the
main disadvantage is that the tool is not part of an integrated system like PROVIZ where
visualization, programming and simulation can be done from the same system.
The visual programming tools discussed above are simple to use. But, they lack the
pictorially descriptive drag-and-drop modules that the visualization tool developed in this
thesis offers and are not part of an integrated framework like PROVIZ where programs can




The network comparison tool is a tool designed to compare two networks based on their
respective link characteristics. The tool can be used by researchers who would like to com-
pare two current deployments or two past deployments. The tool can also be employed
in the education of programming concepts in the middle and high school levels. The ed-
ucators can assign homework to students to program a WSN according to specifications.
These programming assignments can be created by expert programmers along with solution
packet traces. This eliminates the involvement of educators who might not be well versed
with programming and WSN concepts. The tool, can then be used to compare the solution
packet trace of the prescribed WSN and the trace from the WSN simulated or programmed
by students. Students can be graded by percentage similarity to the solution network and
can themselves, visually identify and learn the differences in the two WSNs.
3.1 Design
The network comparison tool extracts packet information (arrival time, the IEEE 802.15.4
header [31] and the packet payload) from .psd trace files generated by the TI SmartRF
Packer Sniffer [32]. The tool writes this packet information to XML first for easier access
and manipulation of packet characteristics. The parsed XML file is read and a graph
structure with nodes and links is created. The tool uses a weighted-average approach to
match the packet traces based on weights given by a user. We have identified five typical
link characteristics that a user tries to identify in a sensor network: number of packets sent,
average packet delay, number of bytes sent, average packet size, and periodicity of packets
sent. The weights (in percentages of the total score) for each of these link properties are
obtained from the user before comparing the traces. The weights are taken into account for
calculating individual scores for each packet trace. The trace file to be compared is referred
to as the problem and the trace to be compared against is the solution.
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Table 1: Link score calculation for a graph.
PROPERTIES WEIGHTS in ( in ”%” ) PROPERTY SCORE
Number of Packets 30 80
Average Packet Delay 0 0
Number of Bytes 0 0
Average Packet Size 0 0
Periodicity 70 100
WEIGHTED AVERAGE LINK SCORE 94
A score for each of the properties is calculated based on the percentage accuracy of the
value of the property with respect to the value in the corresponding link of the solution trace.
Once this one-to-one mapping for all the properties is done, a weighted average of the link
score is calculated. If the score passes a threshold ’N’, the link gets a score of 1, else, it gets
a 0. If N percent of the total number of links have a score of 1, trace matching/similarity is
reported. Once this process of mapping the two traces is done, the two graphs are displayed
along with the link properties to help visually identify the difference in properties, links and
nodes. Additionally, the link quality indicator (LQI) values of each of the links are displayed
with the properties. Table 1 shows the calculation of a link score.
After initiating this comparison and calculating network similarity, the two networks are
plotted using the Graphviz graph library [33] in Qt [34] and the percent network similarity
is reported. The two networks are shown next to each other along with missing nodes/links
color coded in red and extra nodes/links in blue.
3.2 Sample Scenario
The above mentioned packet trace comparison tool was tested on real sensors (MicaZ)
and WSNs to ensure robustness and efficiency. We set up five MicaZ sensors in two slightly
different network configurations. Packet trace (.psd) files of the two networks were obtained
from the TI SmartRF Packet Sniffer. These traces were compared by the packet comparison
tool and the graph comparison UI was generated using Graphviz.
Figure 1 shows the user interface (UI) for obtaining the weights for each of the five link
characteristics.
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Figure 1: UI illustrating the weights obtained from the user.
Figure 2 shows the two traces’ topology in comparison to each other. The extra
nodes/edges are drawn in blue and the missing nodes/edges in red. On right-clicking each
link, the properties of that link and the link in the other graph are displayed respectively.
When a missing or extra edge is right-clicked, only link properties of the link in that graph
are reported.
Figure 2: Comparison of graphs when right-clicking a common link.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of graphs when a missing edge is right-clicked on the
solution graph.
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Figure 3: Comparison of graphs when a missing edge is right-clicked.
Figure 4 shows the dialog box pop-up after the comparison is done. It reports if the
traces match and the percent matching.





TinyOS [1] is an operating system for WSNs that uses nesC [4], a C-based language for
developing sensor network applications. The system is widely used, but its main short-
comings for programmers are the complicated nesC language itself and the multiple files
that have to be written for a single application. The scripting language was developed to
overcome these difficulties by having a simpler, user-friendly language based on C/C++
concepts with single-line commands for commonly used functions, and the ease of writing
the entire application in a single file.
4.1 Application Development with nesC
TinyOS requires the creation of two files for building an application - a configuration file and
an implementation file. The configuration file contains wiring of modules (i.e., functions)
and interfaces that are used and provided by this application. The implementation file is
where the actual sensor behavior is written. TinyOS operations are split-phase operations,
meaning, function calls for operations like send packet, start timer, etc. that take too long
to execute are not blocking calls. Instead, the calls are returned and when the operation
finishes execution, callbacks (events) are generated. For a novice developer, these concepts
are hard to grasp.
Figures 5 and 6 are snapshots of the configuration and implementation files of a sample
RadioCountToLeds application in TinyOS. The application starts a counter that updates
itself every n milliseconds and sends out a packet containing the counter value. When a
packet is received, the value of the counter sent is read from the payload of the packet
and the least significant bits (LSBs) are displayed on the LEDs. Every node running this
application sends out counter values and receives counter values of other nodes in the
network and flashes them to the LEDs. The snapshot of the implementation file is only
about half the entire program. As is apparent, this is information overload for a novice
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user, even if the user has basic programming knowledge.
Figure 5: Configuration file for the application.
Figure 6: Part of the implementation file for the application.
4.2 Scripting Language
In the previous section, a sample TinyOS application was discussed and the difficulty in pro-
gramming with nesC was elaborated. Taking this into account, the design of the scripting
language was influenced by the following factors: 1) eliminating the writing of a configura-
tion file and the wiring involved, 2) abstracting interfaces and making it simpler to create
and reuse code and, 3) developing a language that can be scaled to include more abstracted
functions and complex applications.
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With these factors in mind, a C-based scripting language was chosen as C’s basic princi-
ples are simple and easy to learn and because many WSN users, even novices, may have some
basic embedded programming knowledge. While there are some scripting language specific
function calls and include headers, the rest of the program written with this language follows
only C. Therefore, users can port any C program to this script by simply modifying only
those functions that are sensor-specific. Figure 7 shows the RadioCountToLeds application
written in C language.
Figure 7: RadioCountToLeds in the scripting language.
In the TinyOS application, a boot-up sequence of actions specified by the user is the
starting point of the program. This boot-up sequence is called when the sensor boots, but
this function call is not visible to users. To avoid this confusion, a main() function is added
prior to the script that has a single function call to INITIAL(). The users will, then, have
to define actions in INITIAL() as the boot-up sequence. The scripting language tries to
expose the split-phase operation of function calls in TinyOS as much as possible while still
trying to remain tractable. Apart from calling the timer and radio interfaces to start the
timer or send packets, the user will have to define what has to be done in the callbacks
(events) that are generated. This TinyOS concept was retained in the scripting language
to offer more flexibility to the users in developing their application. Packet payloads are
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defined in structs for easy access of payload information and callback functions are defined
with event return type as a keyword.
Figures 8 and 9 describes the TinyOS property of providing and using interfaces as a
C++ abstraction of static classes. Creating an interface (a sequence of TinyOS commands
and events) involves an interface name and the name of the module that implements the
interface. This is the only way TinyOS allows the user to develop code in one file and use it
across many files. This can be abstracted to the concept of a static C++ class (interface)
and the include file in which the static functions are defined (module). Functions to be
exported are defined as static class functions and the program that uses these functions,
calls them as regular static functions (without a class object) and includes the name of the
program that implemented them.
Figure 8: Sample script that implements an interface in the form of static class functions.
Figure 9: Script that uses Routing functions implemented in the previous script.
4.3 OMNeT simulation
The script generates nesC code that can be either programmed onto a WSN or simulated
in the OMNeT simulator [11]. OMNeT is a C++ based, modular network simulator. The
advantages in using OMNeT is that it allows heterogeneous network simulation where each
node in the network can run different applications, unlike TOSSIM [35] that can simulate
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only homogeneous networks. TinyOS applications can be simulated in OMNeT using NesCT
[36]. NesCT is a language translator that takes nesC programs as input and generates
OMNeT code that can be simulated in the OMNeT environment. But NesCT only takes
version 1 of TinyOS as input, while the latest release of TinyOS is version 2. The scripting
language generates TinyOS-2.x code. To convert TinyOS-2.x code to TinyOS-1.x code, a
parser was developed in Python. There are a few differences in TinyOS-2.x and TinyOS-1.x
code and the parser simply parses these variations in code and generates TinyOS-1.x code
that can be fed into the NesCT language translator. On simulating in OMNeT, the packets




The visual programming tool can be used to introduce youngsters to programming concepts
with the help of sensors. The tool aids in creating a heterogeneous WSN with multiple
sensors running custom programs. It has simple, visually descriptive drag-and-drop icons
to create a sensor network program and connect sensors via radio. With this tool, reading
temperature or light sensor, playing with the LEDs, sending messages over the air and
setting up timed actions in sensors become much simpler. This tool generates code in the
scripting language described in the previous chapter. The tool will be a stepping stone for
learning a new language such as C, and sensor network programming. They can visually see
how their drag-and-drop icons translate to the scripting language and learn there onwards.
5.1 Design
Figure 10: User interface of the visual programming tool.
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The visual programming tool was developed in Qt [37] on top of the PROVIZ framework.
Qt is an open source, multi-platform, C++ based framework for developing graphical user
interfaces (GUIs). The user interface (UI) of the tool has five sections: 1) Control Toolbar
- for generating code and resetting the UI, 2) Programming Icons - drag-and-drop icons to
create sensor programs, 3) Program Development Interface - for creating action sequence,
setting timer values, node ID, etc., 4) Generated Sensors - list of sensors developed in
the program development interface and, 5) Sensor Network Canvas - canvas for creating a
sensor network environment with sensors generated by the program development interface.
The different sections are discussed below.
5.1.1 Control Toolbar
The control toolbar has options to reset the whole interface and start fresh and to generate
code once the WSN is created in the Sensor Network Canvas.
5.1.2 Programming Icons
This interface has three sets of draggable icons for programming - input operators, output
operators and operations. These icons have to be dragged and dropped onto the table to
create an action sequence. The following three tables describe the function of each icon.
Table 2: Input operators.
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Table 3: Operations.
Table 4: Output operators.
5.1.3 Program Development Interface
This interface has a dynamic table where each row represents an action sequence in a sensor.
For example, a sequence can be reading a sensor value and flashing the value using LEDs
or another action sequence such as turning on the red LED. The three columns represent
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input operators, operations and output operators, respectively. An action sequence can be
repeated with a timer by selecting the row to be repeated and specifying the timer value in
milliseconds. Action rows can be deleted or added dynamically. Once the sensor is built, a
node ID is given to the sensor and the sensor is generated. That is, the program for this
sensor is generated in the scripting language in the background and visually, the sensor is
added to the Generated Sensors list.
5.1.4 Generated Sensors
Once a sensor is built in the Program Development Interface, the sensor is added as an icon
to this list along with node ID. As the user continues building programs for other sensors,
sensors are accumulated in this list. These sensors can be dragged and dropped onto the
Sensor Network Canvas.
5.1.5 Sensor Network Canvas
Sensors can be dragged and dropped onto this canvas to create a heterogeneous WSN. Nodes
can be removed from the canvas by right-clicking a node and selecting the delete option.
Nodes can be connected to each other via radio by right-clicking and connecting to a list
of nodes in the canvas. By selecting this option, if the source node has an output Radio
operator, packets are sent to the destination node ID specified.
5.2 Test Scenario
The following figures are screenshots of the tool in action for developing a two-node hetero-
geneous WSN.
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Figure 11: List of input operator icons in the Programming Icons.
Figure 12: List of operation icons in the Programming Icons.
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Figure 13: List of output operator icons in the Programming Icons.
Figure 14: Dragging of an icon to the Program Development Interface.
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Figure 15: Creation of an action - reading light sensor value and sending over radio.
Figure 16: Repetition of an action sequence.
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Figure 17: Building and generation of a sensor in Generated Sensors.
Figure 18: Reseting of the Program Development Interface to build new sensor.
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Figure 19: Addition of a second sensor to the framework.
Figure 20: Dragging and dropping of sensors onto the Sensor Network Canvas.
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Figure 21: Creation of a WSN and generating code for the same.
The code generated in the scripting language for the two sensors are as shown in figures
22 and 23.
Figure 22: Program for node 25 in the scripting language.
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The three tools discussed in the previous sections are built on the PROVIZ framework [8]
and thereby, reap the benefits of having a real-time and passive visualization tool working
in sync with them.
The PROVIZ framework originally used MCL [38] as a scripting language for code
generation. It supports live visualization from sniffers located across the network that are
synchronized to a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server; and passive visualization from .psd
packet trace files generated from the TI SmartRF Packet Sniffer [32]. Programs generated
with PROVIZ are simulated in OMNeT and the packet traces generated from OMNeT
are sent to the visualization tool. Figure 24 depicts the old framework in detail, with the
addition of three new modules - network comparison tool, scripting language tool, visual
programming tool and an updated OMNeT interface.
Figure 24: Overview of PROVIZ framework with new modules.
The tools can be used synchronously with each other to program, simulate or debug
a WSN environment. Programs can be developed in the visualization tool or scripting
language tool based on user’s programming experience. The generated TinyOS code can be
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burnt onto a real sensor or simulated in the OMNeT simulation environment. In this way,
a heterogeneous WSN can be programmed or simulated. Sniffers can be deployed across
the network and the visualization tool can be used to visualize packets in the WSN. Or,
packet traces can be obtained from OMNeT or the SmartRF Packet Sniffer and passive
visualization can be done with the visualization tool. If two networks are to be compared,
the packet traces can be fed to the network comparison tool to generate a visual comparison
of two WSNs. Figure 25 pictorially describes these tools working in sync.
Figure 25: Tools in the PROVIZ framework working in sync.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Research Contribution
In this thesis, three tools for a user-friendly programming framework for WSNs were de-
veloped. The network comparison tool enables researchers to compare two network deploy-
ments for differences in link characteristics such as average packet delay, number of bytes
in payload, etc. This tool can help take programming concepts to K-12 students. It will
aid teachers unfamiliar with programming to grade WSN programming assignments. The
scripting language for TinyOS [1] is a C based language that offers application development
for TinyOS in a single file, eliminating the wiring and interface concept of TinyOS. It has
a scalable design where more add-on modules for projects like data collection, monitoring,
routing, etc. can be programmed in TinyOS and abstracted to a C function. The tool also
allows programmers to reuse WSN functions developed across files. The visual program-
ming tool has simple drag-and-drop icons to create WSN programs and connect sensors via
the radio interface. Again, this tool can help teach students basic programming concepts.
These tools were developed on top of the PROVIZ framework [8], which is an open-source,
platform-independent visualization tool for WSNs. All of these tools are remotely con-
nected to the OMNeT simulator [11] that can simulate the programs created in PROVIZ
and generate packet traces for visualization and comparison.
7.2 Future Research Direction
The tools will be further developed to encompass many WSN scenarios. The network com-
parison tool will be improved to draw differences between routes adopted by packets and
filter routing messages in calculating link characteristics. The scripting language will be
updated with more add-on modules for commonly used functions such as routing, data col-
lection, etc. The visual programming tool will be extended to include more WSN operations
and input and output operators. Users will be able to specify routing modules for sensor
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communication. The PROVIZ visualization tool will also be extended from current drag-
and-drop visualization to automatic detection of nodes in WSN visualization. An option to




This section has detailed instructions on how to navigate through the various tools in
PROVIZ. PROVIZ is developed using Qt Creator. Install Qt (4.7.4) and the graphviz
libraries for smooth graphics generation. Install tinyos-2.x and tinyos-1.x libraries in the
system (Ubuntu 12.10). Also, install OMNeT (4.7.4) for simulation of WSNs.
A.1 Starting PROVIZ
Open Qt Creator and the test1.pro PROVIZ file. Press the Run button to start PROVIZ.
Figure 26: Start PROVIZ.
Press the clear button to reorganize the widgets in the window.
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Figure 27: Reorganize widgets - BEFORE.
Figure 28: Reorganize widgets - AFTER.
A.2 Live Visualization
Program a sensor with the TinyOS BaseStation15.4 application and connect it to the system.
Note the USB interface of the sensor. For example, if the application is installled using
/dev/ttyUSB0, the serial input given to the sniffer program will be through /dev/ttyUSB1.
Install the WSN application on the other sensors and start the live visualization tool in
PROVIZ.
Drag and drop the sensors onto the canvas based on their type and give them the node
IDs that they have been programmed with.
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Figure 29: Drag and drop nodes.
Figure 30: Set node IDs.
Once the nodes have been set up on the canvas, press the play button and choose live
visualization.
Figure 31: Choose live visualization option.
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Figure 32: Program waits for input from sniffer.
Open the serial.pro project in Qt Creator and run the program. Give the following
inputs, changing only the USB interface based on your sensor. This program feeds input
from sniffer to the PROVIZ program.
Figure 33: Open serial.pro project.
Figure 34: Set sniffer configuration and press Start.
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Switch back to the live visualization window and watch the packet transmission in action.
Figure 35: Live visualization of packet transmission.
Figure 36: Expand the Parsed packet data window to see packet details.
A.3 Passive Visualization
Use the TI SmartRF Packet Sniffer and generate a .psd trace file of your WSN. Similar to
live visualization, drag and drop sensors onto canvas with respective node IDs. Choose the
Parse Binary File (PSD) option on pressing play and choose the trace file to be visualized.
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Figure 37: Choose Parse Binary File option.
Figure 38: Choose the file to be visualized.
Figure 39: Packets visualized and output generated in parse data window.
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A.4 Scripting tool
Open the script editor window from PROVIZ and write code using scripting language or
open an existing code.
Figure 40: Open script editor window.
Figure 41: Open a pre-exisitng file.
Figure 42: Code for sample application in scripting langauge.
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Once the code is typed or opened from an external source, generate the TinyOS code
for the same by pressing the generate code button. Then, press the program WSN button
if the application is to be programmed on sensors or choose simulate in OMNeT option if
resources are unavailable.
Figure 43: Set options for programming in WSN.
Give an application name for the program generation in OMNeT.
Figure 44: Application name for OMNeT.
If a heterogeneous WSN is to be programmed and simulated in OMNeT, give the number
of nodes, node ID and application name for each node in the network and also, give the
WSN name. This name will be used to visualize the WSN.
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Figure 45: Set number of nodes in WSN.
Figure 46: Set WSN name and node ID and application name for each node.
Figure 47: Message generated when simulation is over.
Switch back to visualization window to start visualization of OMNeT. Drag and drop
nodes with node IDs and choose Parse Simulator Data option on pressing Play and give the
WSN name to be simulated.
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Figure 48: Choose Parse Simulator Data for OMNeT visualization.
Figure 49: Provide WSN name to be simulated.
Figure 50: Visualization of OMNeT simulation packets.
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A.5 Visual Programming
Switch to visual programming window in PROVIZ. The steps to navigate through visual
programming are explained in chapter 5.
Figure 51: Switch to visual programming.
A.6 Demo Scene Visualization
Drag and drop the demo icons situated on the right, below the sensor list, to the canvas
and hit play for visualization.
Figure 52: Drag and drop the demo icon.
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Figure 53: Press play and watch demo in action.
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